




 

W H A T Public Education Network’s (PEN) 
core mission is to build public demand 
and mobilize resources for quality 
public education for all children 
through a national constituency of local 
education funds (LEFs) and individuals.  

H O W  At the local level, members work with 
school districts on policies and 
programs that affect the quality of 
education in local public schools. They 
also work with their communities to 
help them take responsibility for 
developing and sustaining local reform 
efforts that improve student 
achievement.  

 At the national level, PEN leverages the 
strength of its members by developing 
strategies for improving student 
achievement and increasing public 
involvement in education reform. PEN 
works to ensure that public 
involvement and engagement are 
acknowledged as critical aspects of 
school reform efforts, and that the 
power of the public is brought to bear 
in low-performing school districts.  

W H Y  Public education is the institution that 
equips us with the knowledge and skill 
we need to cope with the complex 
issues that confront us. It prepares us to 
lead in all human endeavors, to unlock 
the secrets of science and technology 
that push forward human and 
geographic frontiers, and to create the 
art and literature that lift the spirit.  

United States 
• 83 members in 34 states plus 

the District of Columbia and     
Puerto Rico 

• Reach over 11.5 million 
children nationwide 

• Work in more than 1,600 
districts 

• Work in more than 16,000 
schools 

• Annually recruit 100,000 
volunteers to contribute 1.5 
million hours,  
representing an annual dollar 
value of over $25 million 

• Annually raise over $200 
million to improve public 
schools and support high 
achievement for every child 

• Constituency of one million  
individuals 

• Leveraged, in the past five 
years, $9 billion in public 
dollars by supporting local 
bond and tax referenda, and 
local and state budget 
increases 

• Impacted the quality of 
school boards in 50 schools 
districts 

International 
• Mexico 

La Casa de La Ciencia 
(reaches 1 million children) 

• Peru 
Foro Educativo (reaches 6 
million children) 

• Philippines 
Synergeia Foundation 
(reaches 300,000 children) 

NETWORK SNAPSHOT  



Goal One 

Expand, strengthen, and promote LEFs—individually and as a network—to change 

education policy and practice on behalf of poor and disadvantaged children. 

Goal Two 

Engage Americans nationally to act on the quality public education agenda. 

Goal Three 

Pursue quality public education as a civil right for every child.  
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Public  involvement. Public education. Public benefit. 

The combination of these three elements makes for a powerful force at Public Education Network 

(PEN), a national organization of local education funds (LEFs) and individuals working for quality 

public education. We believe community engagement is the missing ingredient in school reform, 

and that the level of public involvement ultimately determines the quality of education provided by 

public schools.  

There is a sense of urgency in our mission and this urgency frames the goals we set, the way we 

operate, and the standards to which we hold ourselves.  

Consider the following:  

• Since their inception in 1991, the work of LEFs has moved from classroom-based innovations 

to whole-school reform to community-wide, even statewide, public engagement, to informing 

and mobilizing citizens to take action to improve public schools and sustain quality public 

education.  

• In the past two decades, LEFs have raised nearly $4 billion in private funds for public 

education in the nation’s highest poverty school districts. In 2005 alone, PEN members 

contributed a total of $200 million in private funds to improve public schools and support high 

achievement for all students.  

• LEFs have been very successful in working with their communities to generate public support 

for tax measures and bond referenda. In the past five years alone, LEF communities and states 

have leveraged $9 billion from tax levies and bond referenda for their public schools.  

• PEN estimates that, in the 20 years of their existence, LEFs have helped their communities to 

obtain more than $20 billion in public funds for their public schools. 

A look back serves as an important measure of how far we’ve come, what we’ve accomplished, and 

why we continue to do what we do.  

INTRODUCTION 



 

 
In 2004, PEN introduced a new three-year strategic plan—Public  involvement. Public education. Public 
benefit—to elevate public education to a preeminent position in the public arena, and  
to re-establish its place as a prime public institution fundamental to a democratic, civil society. 
Centered around three goals, PEN’s work in 2005 focused on positioning LEFs as effective 
vehicles for public education policy and practice change, and the network as the primary mover of 
public responsibility and action for high-quality public education both in the United States and 
internationally. 

 

 
Expand, strengthen, and promote LEFs—individually and as a network—to change 

education policy and practice on behalf of poor and disadvantaged children.  

 

RECRUITMENT/RETENTION 

The network added three new members in 2005, including two international members.  
• Puerto Rico Community Foundation in San Juan, PR 
• Innovacion Y Apoyo Educativo A.C., Chiapas, Mexico 
• Foro Educativo in Lima, Peru  

In 2005, PEN launched the following initiatives: 

• The Middle School Skills for Life Initiative, aimed at increasing the capacity of schools, 
communities, and families to support middle school students in becoming healthy, productive 
adults. LifeSkills Training is at the heart of the initiative, taking this specific, research-based 
prevention curriculum into middle school classrooms, and amplifying its impact across 
school, family, and community contexts. PEN’s long-term goal for the initiative is to engage 
the public in demanding and supporting needed change in schools and communities, and―by 
providing supports across settings where young people spend their time―to ensure that they 
achieve their full potential by developing and reinforcing skills. 

• The Youth Development Policy Advocacy Initiative, aimed at enhancing the quality and 
range of supports to youth across settings (both in and out of school) in which students learn. 
The goal of this initiative is to strengthen LEF capacity to promote state and local policies 
that support positive youth development. Activities include creation of state and local work 
groups, administration of e-advocacy tools, and community action planning and 
implementation. 

GOAL ONE 
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OVERVIEW 



 

PEN also continued its work on initiatives launched in 2004: 

• Revitalizing High School Libraries Initiative, designed to create high school library media 
centers that become centers for learning. Piloted in Minneapolis, MN; San Francisco, CA; and 
Tampa, FL, the initiative’s goals are to create exemplary models of library programs integral to 
the education process; improve adolescent literacy; and strengthen the role of the library media 
specialist as a learning facilitator who assists teachers and students in becoming effective users 
of ideas and information. PEN’s long-term goal is to encourage the creation of partnerships 
among leaders in school districts, public libraries, community agencies, business and industry, 
academic institutions, and parent groups to improve and support school library programs.  

• From Plan to Action: Deepening Public Engagement on Teacher Quality Initiative, 
focused on improving teacher quality policies and practices through public engagement in five 
school districts: Durham, NC; Mobile, AL; Portland, OR; San Francisco, CA; and Seattle, WA. 
The goals of this initiative are to affect teacher-quality policies and practices that lead to 
increased student achievement, and to generate public support and action to leverage resources 
and sustain district efforts to improve teaching and learning. PEN partnered with the Center 
for Teaching Quality to provide technical assistance to the sites. A toolkit on best practices will 
be developed in 2006.  

 

EVALUATION OF PEN’S PUBLIC ENGAGEMENT INITIATIVE 

In 2001, PEN launched a policy initiative promoting public engagement as the central tenet of 
public school reform. The overarching theory of action underlying 
the initiative posits that public engagement linked to specific school 
reform goals will lead to sustained changes in policy and practice, 
and will generate public responsibility for public education. It calls 
for the development of a community-held vision of education 
reform created through a variety of public engagement activities in areas of teacher quality, 
standards, and accountability, and schools and community.  

In 2005, the 14 public engagement initiative sites, which comprise 11 communities and 3 states, 
participated in reflective conversations with Policy Studies Associates, Inc. (PSA), noted for their 
research in education and youth development, to ascertain the outcomes, impacts, and lessons 
learned from the three-year implementation phase of this initiative.  
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Key Evaluation Findings  

• Policy and practice changes achieved at all sites 

• Increased knowledge and commitment to public engagement becomes a critical strategy for 
LEF boards and community stakeholders 

• Greater degree of public discourse on public school reform 

Key Impact Findings  

• Policies focused on the achievement gap or teacher support 

• Schools more linked to communities 

• A visible, broad-based constituency for school improvement at some sites 

• Social and political capital strengthened by civic discourse on public education 

• Stronger LEFs with a longer-term vision and a higher public profile 

 

STRENGTHENING LEF LEADERSHIP 

LEF Leadership Program 

The PEN-Eureka Leadership Fellows Program, launched in 
November 2004, is an 11-month program during which fellows 
identify leadership strengths and challenges; establish learning 
goals for the fellowship year; develop a learning plan that gets 
refined through interaction with peers and fellowship staff; and spend a week at another 
organization of their choice. 

More than half of the study trip/mentor sites were drawn from PEN’s public engagement 
initiatives. The process of becoming an effective mentor capable of supporting the learning goals 
of another leader offered participating LEFs a unique opportunity to articulate and share the 
leadership skills that contributed to the successful implementation of the public engagement 
initiative.  

The 10 PEN-Eureka Fellows completed their fellowship year with a culminating event at PEN’s 
leadership symposium (see page 5) in November 2005.  
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LEF Directors Retreat  

The 2005 retreat for LEF executive directors was held in July in Charleston, SC. Planned by a 
committee of South Carolina LEFs, the retreat was structured to give executive directors the 
opportunity to work with their peers; to expand their strategies for catalyzing change as critical 
friends of school districts; to share best practices in reform issues of their choice; and to discover 
leadership strengths through one-on-one coaching sessions with coaches from the Gallup 
Organization, PEN’s leadership development partner. 

These one-hour coaching sessions were a highlight of the retreat. The sessions, conducted by a 
vice-president or a senior coach of the Gallup Organization, also gave participants an overview of 
the individual and collective strengths of network leaders and encouraged the directors to explore 
the collective power of their leadership strengths in advancing the mission of quality public 
education. 

 
PEN’s Leadership Symposium 

Each year, PEN hosts a conference attended by member 
LEFs, educators, public education advocates, school officials, 
funders, and business and civic leaders. These individuals 
congregate in Washington, DC to build collective 
understanding of pressing issues in public education reform, and share effective and promising 
strategies that support our goal of quality public education. 

In 2005, Leading to Excellence: The Quest for Quality in Public Education marked the beginning of a new 
tradition and the introduction of PEN’s leadership symposium. Going forward, PEN will alternate 
between a conference open to network members and other advocates of quality public education, 
and a leadership symposium specifically focused on the work of local education funds.  

The 2005 symposium was planned by a committee of LEF directors and staff and in partnership 
with Global Business Network (GBN), an organization acclaimed for using scenario planning as a 
strategic planning tool. The goals of the symposium were to sharpen the network’s understanding 
and analysis of forces shaping public education nationally and internationally; develop a repertoire 
of robust strategies to push local, statewide, national, and international efforts; and renew the 
network’s collective call to action to improve opportunities for all children to receive a high-quality 
public education. 

Four scenarios, developed by GBN and the planning committee, depicting four possible futures for 
public education anchored the symposium. Participants had an opportunity to experience the 
worlds of the scenarios, discuss the drivers shaping these worlds, and create strategies to advance 
the LEF quest for quality public education.  
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The sessions were led by a team of GBN facilitators and enriched by the participation of national 
policymakers, scholars, and public education advocates.  Plenary sessions included: a conversation 
on leadership in the aftermath of the Katrina between Margaret Wheatley (a leading figure in 
leadership development) and LEFs from the Gulf States; a discussion of demographic trends 
affecting the future of public education by Harold Hodgkinson (director, Center for Demographic 
Policy); an exploration of the bold changes in technology and global culture with Joel Garreau, a 
Washington Post correspondent, and Jay Ogilvy,  co-founder of GBN. A highlight of the symposium 
was an appearance by playwright and actress Anna Deveare Smith who performed characters 
inspired by the scenarios.  

 

Annual Members Survey 

The 2005 PEN annual members survey, A Portrait of the Network: Local 
Education Funds Impact in Schools and Communities, was released in November 
2005. In addition to providing valuable information about individual LEFs, 
the survey gives a snapshot of the collective impact of LEF work, which can 
be used by LEF directors to inform their development efforts, 
communications strategies, and other organizational decision making. The 
survey also revealed several trends, such as an increase in policy research, 
larger and more comprehensive reform initiatives, broader public 
engagement activities, and an emerging focus on youth development. 

 

 

 
Engage Americans nationally to act on the quality public education agenda.  

 

NATIONAL CIVIC INDEX ON PUBLIC RESPONSIBILITY FOR PUBLIC EDUCATION 

PEN’s National Civic Index on Public Responsibility for Public Education is a five-phase initiative designed 
to help communities measure the level of their civic involvement related to quality public schools. 
In Phase One, PEN and Education Week conducted five annual polls on public responsibility for 
public education and used the results to create a set of indices on civic readiness. In Phase Two, 
input from over 20 experts in the field of polling and index development was used to validate these 
indices.  

 

 

Public involvement. Public education. Public benefit. 
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In 2005, as part of Phase Three, PEN worked with Lake Snell Perry Mehlman and Associates, Inc. 
and the University of Maryland to develop a 65-question poll closely related to the National Civic 
Index indicators to serve as the primary index measure. In addition, four LEFs were selected to 
participate in local implementation of the poll and in the development of a National Civic Index 
Web-based toolkit in 2006. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

NATIONAL CAMPAIGN TO BUILD PUBLIC RESPONSIBILITY FOR PUBLIC EDUCATION  

Goal 

The overarching goal of the national campaign is to forge a new 
social contract between the American public and America’s school 
children to guarantee a quality public education for every child. The 
campaign aims to rebuild public understanding of and, indeed, belief 
that quality public education is the key to ensuring the continued 
strength, leadership, competitiveness, and democratic values of this 
nation, and to inspire Americans of all generations to act on that understanding. 

Concept 

The idea of a national campaign was born in April 2004, at the first convening of the Forum on 
Public Responsibility for Public Education. The Forum was moderated by David Gergen of Harvard’s 
John F. Kennedy School of Government, and co-chaired by former U.S. Secretary of Education 
Richard Riley, and by Jim Edgar, former governor of Illinois. The Forum brought together 
individuals from diverse sectors—politics, philanthropy, business, education, religion, journalism, 
media, and advertising—to discuss a national response to the nation’s public schools, and the roles 
and responsibilities of individual Americans to improve them.  
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Forum participants concluded it was critical to educate, and then galvanize the public in its 
mission to truly support excellent public educational opportunities for all children. In October 
2005, PEN convened a group of media experts to share early thinking on campaign strategy and 
to enlist their advice, counsel, and support. The meeting was co-chaired by Lee Kravitz, editor-in-
chief, Parade Publications, and by Joe Uva, president & CEO, OMD Worldwide.  

Building the Infrastructure 

In 2005, PEN hired the communications firm GMMB (a leading communications and political 
advocacy firm with a track record of advancing social issues) to provide the research, analysis, and 
messaging for the campaign. Interviews were conducted with member LEFs to gain a better 
understanding of their hopes for the national campaign, and the on-the-ground needs they perceive 
to be vital to their work. Key findings of these interviews follow: 

• LEFs are eager for a national message campaign and they recognize the value it will 
have for their work at the local level.  

• Local LEF insights can help frame national messages.  

• LEFs find it challenging to engage non-parents and typically focus their outreach on 
parental involvement 

In addition to the LEF interviews, twelve focus groups were conducted with diverse populations in 
Pasadena, CA; Orlando, FL; Dallas, TX; Philadelphia, PA; and Cleveland, OH. Key findings of 
those focus groups are listed below: 

• Respondents believe every child has a right to a good public education and that every 
child deserves access to a good public school. 

• Respondents believe their communities are not giving enough attention to public 
schools. 

• Respondents believe teachers, administrators, local school boards, and elected officials  
bear responsibility for quality public education, and they were particularly critical of  
school boards and elected officials. 
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SCHOLARS’ FORUM ON PUBLIC ENGAGEMENT AND PUBLIC SCHOOL REFORM:  
BUILDING A SCHOLARLY LITERATURE FOR SOCIAL CHANGE 

In 2005, PEN engaged scholars and researchers to begin building a scholarly field of inquiry that 
articulates and promotes the relationship between public engagement and public education reform 
as part of a critical strategy to ensure that public engagement is widely viewed and understood as 
necessary to public education reform.  

The goal is to develop an empirical base for the impact of public engagement on education reform 
and to support ongoing research and its application to real communities. PEN will also promote its 
own evidence-based models of public engagement and provide specific community contexts in 
which scholars can conduct research. 

 

 

 
Pursue quality public education as a civil right for every child.  
 

PEN’S STATE HEARINGS ON NO CHILD LEFT BEHIND (NCLB)  

In 2004, PEN conducted a series of public hearings and administered an online survey to create a 
public record of the impact of No Child Left Behind on communities. LEFs or other advocacy 
groups co-sponsored a total of nine hearings held in eight states―Illinois, Massachusetts, New 
York, Ohio, Pennsylvania, Tennessee, Texas, and two hearings in California. The hearings were 
designed to build a rich, extensive public record of community voices: observations and insights of 
parents, youth, business people, child advocates, health and social service providers, faith-based 
leaders, and ordinary citizens on the benefits and challenges posed by NCLB to children, families, 
schools, and communities. The hearings were formal events, each featuring a panel of prominent 
hearing officers who took testimony and questioned witnesses.  

In spring 2005, PEN published a series of national, state, and student-voices 
reports that were disseminated to more than 800,000 policymakers, 
educators, and members of the public. PEN also held 10 policymaker 
briefings, to include briefings sponsored by the National Conference of 
State Legislatures, American Youth Policy Forum, Institute for Educational 
Leadership, and the American Educational Research Association.  
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PUBLIC 

EDUCATION 

NETWORK 

A+ Schools: Pittsburgh's Community Alliance for Public Education Pittsburgh, PA Community forum results in recommendations to the 
Board of Education concerning criteria for selection of a new superintendent  Academic Distinction Fund Baton Rouge, LA Responds 
swiftly to hurricane emergency through distribution of $100K plus in donated school supplies to schools absorbing more than 6,000 
displaced students  Achieve!Minneapolis Minneapolis, MN Helped establish 34 Small Learning Communities as part of High School 
Transformation that has increased student retention by 15%  Alliance for College-Ready Public Schools Los Angeles, CA First College 
Ready high school significantly outperforms LAUSD and neighboring high schools on the 2005 API, and achieves 95% average daily 
attendance. Almost all 9th graders are continuing on to 10th grade  Alliance for Education Seattle, WA Brings together over 200 
community organizations and over 7,000 citizens to engage in dialogues on how best to improve schools. To date, raises over $90 
million for reform, with district student achievement scores steadily climbing  Association for Excellence in Education Laurel, MS 
Supports effective implementation of NCLB through data analysis on student performance and strategies to increase test scores  
 Austin Voices for Education and Youth Austin, TX Austin was recently recognized as one of the top “100 Best Communities for 

Youth” as a result of the work of Austin Voices Ready by 21 coalition of youth service providers  Berkeley Public Education 
Foundation Berkeley, CA Report educates public on Superintendent's Comprehensive Planning Process for designing and funding quality 
schools  Boston Plan for Excellence in the Public Schools Boston, MA Collaborative Coaching and Learning (CCL) funds protected in 
each year’s district budget and last teachers’ contract acknowledges CCL as BPS’s approach for school-based professional development  
 Bridgeport Public Education Fund Bridgeport, CT Mentoring for Academic Achievement and College Success (MAACS) continues to 

increase numbers of students who graduate from high school and go on to college  Casa de la Ciencia Mexico Bringing cutting-edge 
support--financial and professional--to teachers, schools and students throughout Chiapas  Center for Leadership in Education Elyria, 
OH Youth forum raises awareness on special needs of students with disabilities  Charlotte Advocates for Education Charlotte, NC Poll 
of over 1200 citizens captures public's perceptions, priorities and values concerning superintedency, school board, and school funding 
education  Chatham Education Foundation Pittsboro, NC Planning for College seminars help over 100 families a year plan for a 
college education  Citizens for Educational Excellence, Inc. Corpus Christi, TX "Even One Dropout Is Too Many" forums lead to in-
depth exploration of the root causes that lead to dropping out and best practices the entire community should support to solve the 
problem  Citizens for the Educational Advancement of Alaska's Children Tok, AK Continues fight for adequate funding of education, 
including but not limited to the funding of school construction projects  DC VOICE Washington, DC Ready Schools Project on the 
conditions for teaching and learning at the opening of school is prime catalyst for allocation of $6 million by DC legislative council to 
school building maintenance in summer 05  Delmarva Education Foundation, Inc. Salisbury, MD Rural Education Symposium links 
national rural education community with regional educational leadership  Durham Public Education Network Durham, NC Summit 
kicks off campaign to stem Durham public schools expensive yearly loss of teachers  Education Foundation of Palm Beach County 
West Palm Beach, FL Teachers Guild Annual Professional Development Day attracts over 500 county teachers  Education Partnership 
Providence, RI Recognized as one of four “Rhode Island Innovations” by Governor’s Blue Ribbon Panel on Math and Science (2005) 
for its integration of business and education, creation of a meaningful high school diploma, and a college and workforce ready 
population  El Dorado Education Foundation El Dorado, AR Partnered with area individuals and organizations to purchase almost  
200 TI-83+ calculators for all high school classes, which helped lead to an incredible math test score increase of 56% in Algebra I  
 Foro Educativo Peru Community conversations throughout the nation inform change in national education policy  Forward in the 

Fifth Berea, KY CyberParents expanded to create network of parent advocates using online technology  Foundation for Lincoln Public 
Schools Lincoln, NE  A staggering $9.4 million granted to Lincoln Public Schools for programs, awards and scholarships  Foundation 
for Madison's Public Schools Madison, WI Principal for a Day forges stronger relationships between Madison schools and the 
community: community leaders "walk a mile in a school principals' shoes"  Foundation for Orange County Public Schools Orlando, FL 
Count Me In! continues to bring a grassroots perspective to education reform through hundreds of small group conversations in homes, 
places of worship, and community centers  Franklin McKinley Education Foundation San Jose, CA Connects over 1,200 families to 
more than 6,500 services, with dental care, food, and pre-school at the top of the list  Fund for Educational Excellence Baltimore, 
MD With the Fund’s support, Baltimore’s overall graduation rate is now at 59% (an increase of 29% over the last ten years) with a 
graduation rate as high as 97% in a participating high school  Good Schools for All Buffalo, NY Coalition of more than 32 
organizations pushes for 100% literacy for all Buffalo citizens  Great Schools Atlanta Atlanta, GA Research for Reform Articulation 
Plan for the Atlanta Public Schools community underway  Greater New Orleans Education Foundation New Orleans, LA Leads New 
Orleans Community Trust to plan, design and re-construct 120 schools destroyed by recent hurricanes  Guilford Education Alliance 
Jamestown, NC Disproportionate Minority Contact Project addresses minority representation in the juvenile justice system, conducts 
data analysis of school suspensions and expulsions and distributes to public boards and the media  Hartford Education Foundation 
West Hartford, CT Teacher grants increase student engagement and teacher satisfaction in 24 schools  HC*EXCELL - The Education 
Foundation Morristown, TN International Center for English Language Acquisition pushes forward addressing needs of overwhelming 
numbers of ELL students  Hillsborough Education Foundation Tampa, FL To provide incentives for investment in public schools, the 
Hillsborough Education Foundation worked with fellow Florida LEF’s to grow the School District Matching Grant program to $2M per 
year.  These funds provide a 1:1 match for private donations for programs targeted to assist low performing students  Houston A+ 
Challenge Houston, TX Academic achievement by economically disadvantaged students is growing faster in the elementary schools 
using Houston A+ math coaches than in the non-project schools. At high schools with literacy coaches, ninth grade reading scores on 
the Texas state accountability test improved at 21 of the 24 participating campuses  In2Books Washington, DC Analysis of DC student 
performance in grades 2, 3, and 4 on district-administered SAT-9 reading achievement tests shows that children in classrooms that 
participate in In2Books scored significantly higher than other students  Kalamazoo Communities in Schools Foundation Kalamazoo, 
MI Full service schools site coordinators identify needs and match necessary services to hundreds of students and families  
 KnowledgeWorks Foundation Cincinnati, OH Over 58 new small high schools open through Ohio High School Transformation 

Initiative, turning Ohio's large, struggling, urban high schools into smaller, successful high schools where students receive personal 
attention, and study academically relevant and rigorous material that inspires them to achieve                   



 Lancaster Foundation for Educational Enrichment Lancaster, PA Schools and Community Initiative results in eleven schools with  
on-site behavioral health professionals  LEED-Sacramento Sacramento, CA Education for the 21st Century movement to reform 
Sacramento’s public high schools goes district-wide, touching lives of over 14000 students  Lynn Business/Education Foundation Lynn, 
MA Crucial school-to-career opportunities ensure secondary students have enough information to make career decisions throughout 
their lives  Marcus A. Foster Educational Institute Oakland, CA Innovative Children and Youth Grants program enable hundreds of 
economically challenged children and youth to attend conferences, camps, training, and workshops   Mary Lyon Foundation 
Shelburne Falls, MA Continues conference training, grants-supporting and enhancing public education encompassing approximately 256 
square miles in western Massachusetts  Mobile Area Education Foundation Mobile, AL Mobile County meets AYP for all student 
subgroups, with Mobile leading the state in reading and mathematics after three years of PASSport to Excellence., the MAEF-led public 
engagement effort  Mon Valley Education Consortium McKeesport, PA Literacy for Life across the Consortium adds some 10 million 
minutes of silent sustained reading among students in a single year  Montclair Fund for Educational Excellence Montclair, NJ Opens 
the IMANI College Advocacy Center offering individualized college application support to Montclair High School students of color, 
focusing on the key goals of eradicating achievement gaps between groups of students  New Haven Network for Public Education 
New Haven, CT Continues long tradition of engaging parents and fostering partnerships among schools, local businesses and the 
community  New Visions for Public Schools New York, NY New Century High Schools posting impressive gains in student attendance 
and successful course completion, demand for schools increases  Norwalk Education Foundation Norwalk, CT Teacher Technology 
Training Institute reaches over one half of Norwalks teachers, infusing the latest technology into classroom instruction  Oklahoma City 
Public Schools Foundation, Inc. Oklahoma City, OK MAPS for Kids brings funding necessary for capital improvements, with $530 
million of the total tax monies designated for the Oklahoma City Public Schools  Parents United for the DC Public Schools 
Washington, DC Separate and Unequal, the State of the D.C. Public Schools Fifty Years after Brown and Bolling examines the condition 
of public education in the nation's capitol five decades after desegregation  Partners In Public Education Memphis, TN Continues to 
combat negative test scores by funding breakthroughs in math and science education through seeding of innovative classroom projects 
 Partnership for Education in Ashtabula County Ashtabula, OH Launched quality public engagement agenda, defining education in 

local communities and across the state with the voice of the people  Paterson Education Fund Paterson, NJ Abbott Decision with 
regard to school facilities: Paterson Education Fund was the only community-based organization with the knowledge and capacity to 
position itself as a "Friend of the Court"  Philadelphia Education Fund Philadelphia, PA Talent Development adopted in seven of the 
District's 22 comprehensive neighborhood high schools and showing substantial and pervasive gains for students  Portland Schools 
Foundation Portland, OR Reaches over $25 million in private donations from more than 24,000 individuals, small businesses, 
corporations and foundations to improve student achievement and school performance  Public Education & Business Coalition 
Denver, CO PEBC Board of Directors votes to endorse Referendum C, authorizing funds to go directly to improving public schools and 
higher education institutions  Public Education Foundation Chattanooga, TN Percentage of targeted third graders scoring “advanced” 
or “proficient” in reading increased from 53% in 2003 to 74% in 2005 – an increase almost twice as high as that of the district as a 
whole  Public Education Foundation of Evansville Evansville, IN  100% of building trades students in House Building Project graduate 
already working in the field, with a job waiting, or post-secondary arrangements finalized   Public Education Foundation of Little 
Rock Little Rock, AR In just over three years, PEF raises over $1.5 million directed toward raising student achievement in the Little Rock 
School District  Public Education Partners Aiken, SC Reading fluency of 500 students each year impacted by daily mentors using Great 
Leaps Reading program. Third grade students increased their average reading speed by 50% and reduced errors by 46%  Public 
Education Partnership Fund Washington, DC By pooling and coordinating of funds and resources, PEP makes leveraged, strategic and 
systemic investments in the improvement of the DC public schools  Puerto Rico Community Foundation Puerto Rico Transformación 
Educativa 2014 incorporates coaching to increase teacher quality in the middle school years for thousands of teachers  RISD 
Tomorrow Richardson, TX Wide range of cutting-edge funds including parent grants increasing community involvement and teacher 
quality  San Antonio Education Partnership San Antonio, TX Has invested more than $8 million in scholarships and produced more 
than 1,800 college graduates. It supports more than 2,300 current college students  San Francisco Education Fund San Francisco, CA 
New York Life Revitalizing High School Libraries project is one of only nine projects from an astounding 128 submissions to receive 
honorable mention in the first annual TEAMS competition sponsored by the Thomson Gale educational publishing company and 
Library Media Connection magazine  Stamford Public Education Foundation Stamford, CT New Teacher Learning Collaborative 
increases quality and enhances experience of first and second year teachers  Synergeia Philippines Governance of local school boards 
in Naga City demonstrates how planning and budgeting can be made participative and transparent  The Alliance for Quality 
Education Greenville, SC Nearly 500 first-year teachers benefit from The Alliance's  “New Teacher Toolkit,” a comprehensive, practical 
guide to teaching strategies  The Alliance for World Class Education Jacksonville, FL Weaver Executive Leadership Institute continues 
cutting-edge leadership development of principals through exposure to business strategies and practices  The Charleston Education 
Network Charleston, SC Major driver of coalition that spans South Carolina to bring Donors Choose to state, increasing resources to 
teachers in the poorest parts of the state  The Education Alliance Charleston, WV Policy research helps to create and pass HB 4669, 
establishing a new program to close the achievement gap in the 10 counties with the highest percentages of low-income and minority 
students  The Education Foundation N. Charleston, SC Through Business Education Summit, continues nine-year track record of 
convening educators and leaders from the business community to engage in active dialogue about significant issues regarding the 
preparation of today’s students for tomorrow’s workforce  The Education Foundation of Collier County Naples, FL Academy of 
Teachers enhances teacher quality and professional community through professional development and collaboration among star 
teachers  The Education Fund North Miami, FL New Teacher Mentoring Program targets failing schools to ensure higher teacher 
retention  The Galef Institute Los Angeles, CA August 2005, a study by the Center For Research in Educational Policy at the University 
of Memphis concludes that Different Ways of Knowing in 3 states (Kentucky, California, and Arizona) boosted student test scores, 
engagement, and motivation  The Orchard Foundation Alexandria, LA Superintendents' Roundtable identifies critical topics for district 
leaders’ professional knowledge and growth  The Public Education Foundation South Bend, IN Nearly one half million dollars raised 
for quality teachers, principals and enhanced experiences for youth  Urban Education Partnership Los Angeles, CA Urban Learning 
Centers deepen teacher professional community and increase teacher effectiveness through innovative teaching strategies  Voices for 
Education Tucson, AZ Policy analysis and research and ability to raise public awareness convinces the TUSD Board to reduce class size to 
no more than 18 students in Kindergarten classrooms in 50 schools  Wake Education Partnership Raleigh, NC Supports adoption of 
Goal 2008 in 2003, with percent of students performing above grade level increasing 12 percentage points to 91.0% in 2005 



In fall 2005, PEN initiated a second round of public hearings in New York, Illinois, Ohio, 
Pennsylvania, Florida, Massachusetts, Texas, California, and Michigan. This round will conclude in 
January 2006 and will be followed by publication of a comprehensive national report with 
representative testimony on key issues; state reports for each hearing site; and a student-voices 
report capturing the compelling voices and views of those most affected by the law.  

PEN also posted online surveys on its e-advocacy website, www.GiveKidsGoodSchools.org, to 
give those who could not attend the hearings an opportunity to offer their input. This online 
testimony is included in the national and state reports. The 2004-2005 online surveys yielded nearly 
20,000 responses from education activists in all 50 states.  

Findings from these public hearings will provide policymakers with critical public input as they 
begin consideration of the 2007 reauthorization of the law. 

 

NCLB ACTION BRIEFS 

NCLB Action Briefs and Regulatory and Policy Changes are produced in partnership with the 
National Coalition for Parent Involvement in Education (NCPIE). The action briefs, which focus 
on specific sections of the law, are posted on the PEN website.  

Action Briefs 
• Community and Parent Decision-Making: A Review 
• Armed Forces Recruiter Access to Secondary School 

Students 
• Parent Compacts 
• State and Local Report Cards 
• Standards and Assessment 
• Adequate Yearly Progress (AYP) 
• English Language Learners Provisions 
• Public School Choice 
• Supplemental Educational Services 
• Parent Notifications Required by NCLB 

Regulatory and Policy Changes 
• Students Who Are Limited English Proficient (LEP) 
• Students With Disabilities 
• Highly Qualified Teachers Related to Rural Teachers, Science Teachers 

and Current Multi-subject Teachers 
• Calculating Participation Rates 
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PEN CO-SPONSORS THE 2005 EDUCATION ADEQUACY CONFERENCE 

PEN co-sponsored the 2005 Education Adequacy Conference, held in Washington, DC, in June 
2005, in partnership with the Campaign for Fiscal Equity/ACCESS Network, Education Law 
Center, National School Funding Network, and the Rural School and Community Trust. 

A revised edition of PEN’s Guide to Public Engagement and School Finance Litigation 
was distributed at the conference. Initially released in 2004, the guide was 
designed to make the process of school finance litigation more accessible; to 
suggest roles that LEFs, other community-based organizations, and concerned 
individuals could play in supporting litigation that seeks more equitable funding 
for less affluent school districts, and to further collective efforts to ensure a 
quality public education for all children. Revised in 2005, the report  includes 
recent developments in key litigation cases, as well as additional information and resources for 
anyone seeking to learn more about, or become involved in, school finance litigation.  
 
CARMEN A. SARNICOLA AWARDS  

The Carmen A. Sarnicola Award, presented in 2005 at PEN’s Leadership Symposium, recognizes 
excellence in communications by local education funds, and honors the memory of a tireless 
champion of public education whose life as a superintendent, principal, and teacher reflected his 
deep commitment to ensuring that every child had the opportunity to learn. Recipients of the 2005 
Carmen A. Sarnicola Award: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

WENDY D. PURIEFOY AWARD  

The Wendy D. Puriefoy Award recognizes distinguished contributions made by a local education 
fund in seeking to create conditions of learning that benefit all children. Beneficiary of the 2005 
award, presented at PEN’s Leadership Symposium, was the Mobile Area Education Foundation of 
Mobile, AL, recognized for its exemplary leadership in pursuing innovative and effective public 
school system reform in Mobile. 
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Spreading the word about quality public education continues to be a critical part of PEN’s work. 
Various tools and publications ranging from informational pieces to best practice and research 
reports are available on PEN’s website, www.PublicEducation.org. The website receives monthly 
hits of 750,000; in addition, 21,000 copies of publications are downloaded every month. 
 
PEN Weekly NewsBlast 

The PEN Weekly NewsBlast continues to be the leading source of online education information, 
reaching 50,000 subscribers and a readership of 240,000.  

Testimonials 

Just a quick note of THANK YOU! for the consistent, comprehensive selections 
provided by PEN! As an education policymaker, Washington State Board of Education 
member, I rely on such listservs to provide a broad spectrum review of current education 
topics.  From a personal view, I particularly appreciated your stretching to include Mitch 
Albom's commentary "On our birthday, what's patriotic?".  While driving to our vacation 
home on June 30th, we listened to a CD reading of the Constitution, Declaration of 
Independence, and Bill of Rights, including the reading of signers of each document.  
What a powerful experience for today's world and an opportunity to reflect on how 
these documents were addressed in our social studies exposure as students many, many 
years ago. Phyllis Frank 

We don't tell you often enough how helpful the NewsBlast is for our work. Just this week, 
we used the information about NCLB and Learning Disabled Students for an upcoming 
parent workshop. It is so easy to forget that professionals in the school just don't have 
the time to look for the resources they need. The school system was enormously grateful 
to us for identifying this extremely useful (and free) resource for parents. Thanks for 
making us look good. Debby Gould, Nashville Public Education Foundation 

I recently signed up to receive the PEN Weekly NewsBlast and I want to take a moment 
to compliment you on it. As a new teacher, recently returned to the field of education 
after ten years in the private sector, the NewsBlast is of great value to me. I find the 
content interesting and pertinent, I sense a genuine commitment to the quality of 
education now and into the future on that part of the editorial staff, and I am impressed 
by the comprehensiveness of the offering. Thank you. This helps me to be a better 
teacher and tempers my impatience and frustration as a product, and now worker within, 
the public school system. Cathie Royer 
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PUBLICATIONS 



Research on LEFs 

PEN continues to support and conduct research on LEFs and their impact on public education. 
This research helps define the LEF identity, deepen the LEF brand, and provide a basis for LEF 
accomplishments and impact to be broadly understood by key external audiences.  

• Crafting a Civic Stage for Public Education: Understanding the Work and 
Accomplishments of Local Education Funds, defines the field of LEF work and 
their core functions and strategies, and provides a framework with 
measurable indicators for capturing and communicating their impact on 
schools and communities. 

• Local Education Funds and School Foundations in Contrast is a literature and research review of 
the differences between local education funds and public schools foundations, which are 
dedicated exclusively to raising funds for supplementary school projects. 

 

Adolescents Read! 

Revitalizing High School Libraries, a pilot program in Minneapolis (Washburn High School and 
Roosevelt High School), San Francisco (Mission High School) and Tampa (Robinson High 
School), which allowed member LEFs to update and refurbish library media centers in four high 
schools in those cities. 

• Lessons from New York Life Revitalizing High School Libraries Initiative (2003–2005) 

• Students at New York Life Revitalizing High School Libraries Sites Talk About Why Their Library 
Media Centers “Rock”! 

 

A Voter’s Guide to Public Education Candidates 

PEN updated its Voter's Guide to Public Education Candidates for use by LEFs and 
other community-based organizations, to encourage voters to review candidates' 
positions on public education prior to voting. Designed to inform voters about 
education issues, the guide gives examples of questions to ask political candidates.  
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PEN’s public engagement model has proved the mettle of its theory of action. The theory, which 
holds that sound policy for school reform will only be sustained if the public is engaged in setting 
the community’s vision for its schools, is receiving national acclaim.  
 

 

 

 

 

 

• Building Public Responsibility for Public Education 
Rethinking Rodriguez: Education as a Fundamental Right accepted by The Chief Justice Earl Warren 
Institute on Race, Ethnicity and Diversity (University of California, Berkeley Boalt Hall School 
of Law). Apr 27-28, 2006 (Berkeley, CA) 

• Public Engagement in Public Institutions: A Key Strategy for Strengthening 

Democratic and Equitable Education 
PEN's Scholars' Forum on Public Engagement and Pedagogy will hold an interactive session at 
American Educational and Research Association (AERA) 2006 Annual Meeting. Apr 7-11, 
2006 (San Francisco, CA) 

• Crafting a Civic Stage for Public Education Reform: Understanding the Work and 

Accomplishments of Local Education Funds  

Study conducted for PEN by Philadelphia-based Research for Action. 

• Accepted for presentation at American Educational and Research Association 
(AERA) 2006 Annual Meeting. Apr 7-11, 2006 (San Francisco, CA) 

• Presented at the 2005 Annual Conference of the Association for Research on 
Nonprofit Organizations and Voluntary Action (ARNOVA). Nov 17-19, 2005 
(Washington, DC) 
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In 2005, various foundations and corporations continued their support for PEN. Approximately  
$5 million was raised from these sources: the American Express Foundation; The Annenberg 
Foundation; The Annie E. Casey Foundation; ChevronTexaco Corporation; Ford Foundation; The 
George Gund Foundation; The Goldman Sachs Foundation; Houston Endowment; MetLife 
Foundation; Nellie Mae Education Foundation; New York Life Foundation; Plan for Social 
Excellence; PM USA Youth Smoking Prevention; The Prudential Foundation; Spencer 
Foundation; State Farm Companies Foundation; The Sulzberger Foundation; Time Warner; UPS 
Foundation; Washington Mutual Foundation; William Penn Foundation; and Working Assets 
Youth Focus Fund.  

PEN also held its annual fundraising campaign, which provides the public the opportunity to raise 
their hands and their voices on behalf of quality public education for all children through its online 
advocacy strategy, GiveKidsGoodSchools.org, PEN’s Weekly NewsBlast, and directly through its 
website. We once again reached out to family, friends, and colleagues through the Individuals 
(1000/1000) Campaign seeking support for our vision that some day every child, in every community, 
will benefit from a quality public education. Many individuals responded to our appeal, and we 
raised $80,000 from this effort. We plan to continue to reach out and grow the individual 
contributor base, and diversify PEN's funding base. 

 

 

 
Public Education Network’s Board of Directors met three times during the past year: two  
business meetings, in March and November, and a two-day retreat in June.  

The annual retreat, held on the Eastern Shore of Maryland, focused on PEN’s National Campaign to 
Build Public Responsibility for Public Education. The board of directors were introduced to Global 
Business Network (partner for the leadership symposium), an organization acclaimed for using 
scenario planning as a strategic tool. This process was used to help sort out the context for PEN’s 
national campaign. 

Additionally, Lake Snell Perry Mermin and Associates, Inc. presented an overview of the 
PEN/Education Week poll on public responsibility for public education conducted over the past 
five years, including their view of Americans’ priorities about public education today, and whether 
or not a re-framing of public education is needed post-November 2004. 

In addition, the five standing board committees: management, membership, board  
development, education, and finance, met several times throughout the year to support the 
operations of the network. 
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GOVERNANCE 



 

 
 

In 2006 PEN will enter the last year of its three-year strategic plan (Public involvement. Public education. 
Public benefit.) to mobilize Americans and build public responsibility for public education, and will 
begin the first year of its national campaign, A Nation Goes to School.  

Activities in 2006 include the following: 

• The domestic network of LEFs will be expanded to serve 15 million children, with programs 
and services designed and organized along LEF stages of development. The number of 
international members will be expanded from the current three members to include 
representation from at least four other countries across the globe.   

• The National Civic Index poll will be administered to a national sample of 1,900 respondents 
and will be used by LEFs and local communities to measure their civic activity. The poll, which 
can be disaggregated by region, race, income, and age, will be test-piloted in four LEF 
communities to determine the ease or difficulty encountered in administering, analyzing, 
reporting back to the community, and taking action related to the results of the poll. 

• The National Campaign on Public Responsibility for Public Education (a five-year multi-faceted 
campaign) will focus on developing and communicating the overall themes and  messages of 
the campaign through media placement, public events, and partnership activities. The state and 
local campaigns will focus on voter education and participation, local capacity building through 
the application of PEN’s National Civic Index on Public Responsibility for Public Education, training 
and capacity building for LEFs, and support for LEF communications and outreach activities. 
The state and local campaign will be launched in Florida, Ohio, and Texas in 2006. 

• PEN will conduct a third round of NCLB public hearings in 10 states, selected on the basis of 
their populations of low-income children. These hearings will build on the record of the 
public’s voice on the impact and effect of NCLB requirements at the local level; serve as a 
means of educating and mobilizing Americans on issues pertaining to quality public education; 
and provide PEN and its national partners with the public’s perspective to present to Congress 
as they consider reauthorization of NCLB in 2007. 

• PEN will develop a set of case studies and tools, based on the national evaluation of its public 
engagement initiative, for use in additional communities. A series of briefings will be held with 
LEF boards and community partners, local and national foundations, constituent and advocacy 
groups, and the media.  
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LOOKING AHEAD TO 2006 
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Today, the national and global effort to improve public education is a fractured undertaking, with 
various sectors creating their own reform agendas, engaging particular constituencies, and 
independently raising resources. Public Education Network, through its network of domestic and 
international LEFs, works to establish and promote a coherent quality public education agenda that 
all Americans, indeed, every individual across the globe, can embrace and act upon.  

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

CONCLUSION 

The all-important question still remains: By what spirit are our schools animated? Do they 
cultivate the higher faculties in the nature of childhood ― its conscience, its benevolence, a 
reverence for whatever is true and sacred? Or are they only developing upon a grander scale, 
the lower instincts and selfish tendencies of the race? Knowing as we do that the foundations 
of national greatness can be laid only in the industry, the integrity, and the spiritual 
elevation of the people, are we equally sure that our schools are forming the character of the 
rising generation upon the everlasting principles of duty and humanity? It becomes then, a 
momentous question, whether the children in our schools are educated in reference to 
themselves and their private interests only, or with a regard to the great social duties and 
prerogatives that await them in after-life. 

— Horace Mann, Father of the Common School 
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